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Wiring Diagram. Leave a Reply Cancel reply. Last visit was: Wed Feb 24, pm. It is currently Wed
Feb 24, pm. Volvo Forum , , , , Bertone, , , V90, S I have 3 terminals and only two wiresa
attached. I have a third one with a busted connecter. Is there a ground wire on this alternator or
are all three hot? The ground wire runs from one of the alternator case screws to a bolt close by
on the engine. I am doing this from memory please consult a wireing diagram before you burn
out a very expensive alternator. Now, the one with the busted connector is touching some
metal. Will this cause a short in the system and drain my battery? Nothing else is needed. In
some cases I have seen a white-red wire connected to W. In electric drawings it is used in Diesel
versions. It could be temperature feedback from battery, very seldom used. It is actually the
ground wire green wire. Now I'm wondering if the wire not being connected could case a short
in the system and discharge the batery. Is this possible? On the other hand, it must be some
reason why it is disconnected. Your problem has maybe been there for a long time and if a bad
capacitor with internal short circuit is connected, it will discharge the battery. Anyway, a
capacitor should be installed, because those small sparks at the sliprings could destroy the
electronic in the charging regulator. Who is online Users browsing this forum: No registered
users and 11 guests. A longer belt MIGHT have helped this installation by swinging the
alternator further from the engine , which would make extra room for that oil pressure sender. A
longer belt in this situation means the belt is going to hit that bracket. So the longest belt in this
situation is probably going to be somewhere close to the 10 x mm, which I used. That belt is
about 25 mm longer than factory. I did this first custom Mechman alternator installation in I
began a discussion thread in Turbobricks back when I did this, which helped me solve some
issues. Here's what the above Mechman unit looked like installed in my car. The belt size I used
for the Bosch a unit was 10 x mm or 10 x mm. I found that I could swing this Mechman slightly
further from the engine and the new belt size used was 10 x mm. This was not a problem back
when the weaker 55 amp Bosch alternator was in there, but it began to become more of a
problem with a high output alternator. Early Alternator Mount Detail More original bracket and
tensioning arm info can be found in the installation guide below. Here's the plastic prototype
bracket mounted on my B engine with an idler pulley and belts. Moving the alternator about 1. In
my there seemed to be plenty of room also. After trying this, I find that I like these belts better
because they have more internal reinforcement than the Gates belts. The belt size I used is mm
long , Dayco PN Some places will send you un-matched belts if you don't ask for a matched
pair. You don't want one belt longer or slimmer than the other. That happened to me. So if
needed, you might try to talk to someone in-person and get them to send a matched pair.
Summit Racing did this for me when I called. I chose this one because it has dual bearings and
fits perfectly. I flattened the grooves to provide a smoother surface for the backs of the belts to
ride on. Details about that can be found HERE. There is a choice. You can also choose a pulley
with a smooth surface , but it will not have DUAL bearings. See that HERE. Most recently, I tried
using the below Dayco Top Cog belts. I like these belts better because they have more inner
reinforcement than the above Gates belts. The belts I used are mm long , Dayco PN Keep in
mind that these should be matched in length and width. Some places will send you un-matched
belts if you don't specifically ask for a matched pair. You definitely don't want one belt longer or
slimmer than the other. It has happened to me. So try to talk to someone in-person or email and
ask if they can send a matched pair. Summit Racing did this for me. Below left photo: With the
alternator removed and out of the way, I positioned the bracket over the mounting holes and
inserted a SHORT original bolt into one of the holes. This was to hold the bracket in place so it
wouldn't fall and knock me on the head. Plus it helps a lot when you're inserting the alternator

bracket , spacers and long bolts one-by-one and you have only two hands. You can remove that
short bolt after getting one of the long bolts started. Before tightening the bolts, pay close
attention to the alignment of the idler pulley. Also the idler pulley should be plumb, or straight
vertically. If you have a short bubble level you can compare the vertical angle of the crank
pulley with your set angle of the idler pulley. Try to make them the same. As mentioned above,
it's NOT. The easiest method I know to do that is to install one of my idler pulley brackets. If you
choose an alternator which has that thicker Dimension B such as a Delco truck or Camaro
alternator mentioned above , you COULD go to the trouble of disassembling it and having the
case machined like Mechman did. Or if you don't want to do that, and if you are considering
using one of my idler pulley brackets , have a look at the below images. These images below
shows the top adjuster bracket mounted in the NORMAL location for an alternator with
dimensions similar to the Bosch. Yes, that IS a Bosch in this photo. Online Payments. How Do
Alternators Work? Undercharging Bosch Alternator s. Denso Alternator. Mechman Alternator
Upgrade. V-Belt Failure. Belt Slip. Alternator Idler Pulley Project Details. Fitting a Universal
High-Performance Alternator. Available to order below. Limited supply. Grade 10 Bolts Set 3
pieces : M8 x 1. Set of 3. Washers included. Steel Spacers Set 3 pieces : 1. Seamless steel. USA
Shipping. Here's a video of this idler pulley bracket in action during the prototype testing p
hase. How does an Alternator Work? Here's a n interesting video of the complete restoration of
an old Bosch external fan alternator. And here's one that's show you a pretty good partial
rebuild of a Volvo external fan alternator. How about a video showing how to remove your
Alternator? My Turbo orig inally came with a modest Bosch 55 amp alternator. In stock form, it
was barely adequate from the beginning and like most light-duty Bosch alternators, it suffered
from a significant voltage drop when a moderate load was placed on it, especially at idle. And it
suffered from a larger voltage drop when it got hot and of course it sits close to the
turbocharger. The Volvo B21 red block engine was not originally designed to have a
turbocharger. The turbocharger was added much later and I guess the Volvo engineers did the
best they could. Not much can be done if you have a flame thrower next to your alternator,
unless you want to move the flame thrower or move the alternator. Moving the alternator may be
easier for some people. I'll discuss that topic later below. Installing an adjustable voltage
regulator helped me live with this situation by bringing up the overall voltage output , but an
adjustable regulator can only do so much. An adjustable regulator successfully increased my
beginning COLD voltage from But the adjustable regulator could not increase amperage
capability for the small alternator and it cannot overcome a high-temperature voltage drop
except of course in part by increasing the overall beginning cold voltage setting. Read more
about the reasons why your alternator has a high-temp voltage drop HERE. There was not
enough room on the exhaust side to add a turbo. There was barely enough room for a manifold.
So where did the turbo go??? Have a closer look. This engine is similar to the Volvo engine in
that the intake manifold is on the left and the exhaust is on the right. Crazy stuff. You can feel
fortunate there were no German engineers working on the Volvo turbo engine. I had a
discussion about similar heat-related voltage drops with a Porsche Turbo owner. Porsche
engineers did something extra to reduce the effect by adding a large cool air duct to bring air
into the back of the alternator. This likely helped during highway speeds, but it was still always
a big problem. Volvo engineers would have had a more difficult time doing something like this,
since the oil filter was in the way. Yes, I guess if you're determined enough. There isn't any
room beh i nd this alternator below for a shroud or duct, so it would require some work. But if
that oil filter is re-located, there may be room for something like this cooling shroud below. This
shroud is Porsche PN Before I owned this car, I did the same installation on my old '84 Turbo
way back in the s. I simply wanted something bigger than what I had, since in both cars I was
using up the capacity of the original 55 amp alternator and getting poor voltage, especially at
idle. This Bosch amp unit came from a later series Volvo I found in a salvage yard. Installing one
of these was a popular mod back then. The belt size I used for the Bosch a unit was in the range
of 10 x mm to 10 x mm. Volvo Accessory Belts Information on factory accessory V belt sizes
used to be easier to find, but it seems to have mostly disappeared from many useful sites. I put
this info together many, many years ago for my own uses. I thought I would share it here. Volvo
PN. Also PN Also 9. PN for these belt as a pair: NOTE for all Alternators: If you're upgrading to a
larger alternator which will needs more room, such as the Bosch A unit, you might try using
size 10 x mm or up to the maximum size of about 10 x mm. AC to PS. Also Crank to PS no AC
present. Crank to AC. That brass 45 degree fitting came standard on a Turbo, but there the
bigger alternator still hit the sender with that fitting. Sometimes finding the room for it need
some new ideas, but if the alternator can be s wung out further from the engine with longer
belts you can be successful. Ultimately, I dea lt with the cramped space a bit differently. Here's
the Nippon Denso alternator in a It's physically smaller than the above amp Bosch. These

Densos can be found in amp or higher capacity. They perform pretty much the same as a large
Bosch alternator at idle. The positive benefit is that they do fit better. There is usually more
room for the oil pressure sender with this more compact alternator. Denso alternators found in
Volvos are usually 80 Amp or Amp. They look similar, but you'll notice some 80 Amp units have
a 6 mm lug for the big red cable. It's not something I have tried personally, but there now seems
to be some interesting videos on this very subject. Here's one where the author increased
output from 14 volts to The video is not in English, but following along is pretty easy. In I
decided that the amp Volvo Bosch alternator was no longer going to cut it. The biggest problem
was how it charged at idle. When running the air conditioning with a big electric primary puller
fan and dual condenser fans , voltage was suffering badly at idle and much worse after the
alternator started getting HOT. You've noticed how much voltage drops when your alternator
gets hot, right? This is not something that car alternator manufacturers want to talk about. The
reason is that automotive alternators are specifically engineered so that they reduce output
when they get hot. This is because heat is an enemy to an alternator and it can be a common
reason for failure. Engineering them to reduce output when they get hot is the answer to that.
So there's really not much else you can do with a standard automotive alternator if it's getting
hot and dropping voltage. Volvo did add a thin heat shield for the Turbo. It probably helped a
little. This is not as big a problem in cars where the alternator is on the opposite side from the
exhaust or turbo, like in the Volvo or In I was introduced to Mechman high performance
alternators by a Turbobricks member. I then talked with Mechman and I was assured that the
custom unit I was buying would improve voltage at idle by offering more amps at idle. Mechman
didn't really have a high-performance Volvo alternator, so they custom tailored a GM Delco style
alternator to fit Volvo. Skipping ahead: The Mechman alternator did improve charging at idle
and overall output was much better, but it STILL suffered from a voltage drop when it got hot.
The voltage drop was not as bad as the Bosch though, but I still had to resort to keeping my idle
up a bit higher than normal to keep charging voltage from dropping off. I began thinking there
might NEVER be a real solution for a Turbo with the alternator on the exhaust side and I thought
I might have to eventually move the alternator to the other side of the engine like on the Volvo
I've added info that I hope helps. Here's the Mechman alternator from compared to the Bosch
amp I was using. The Mechman used a large case GM Delco style housing that has been slightly
modified to correctly fit in the factory Volvo mounting location while also using a few spacers. I
was told this Mechman unit was a one-off amp alternator based on the Delco AD GM truck with
a little custom machining to its case so it would bolt up similar to the Volvo Bosch alternator.
The reported benefit is excellent output at idle, which is something the old Volvo Bosch unit
don't do well. Attaching a big ground was a bit different on this alternator. It didn't come with a
ground stud on its case, so the solution also suggested by Mechman was pinching a ring
terminal against the case underneath as shown here. It turned out to be a good solution as long
as that long bolt doesn't tend to loosen over time. I used a good lock-nut on that long bolt to
make sure it didn't vibrate loose. The best charging results with this new alternator came after I
added a dedicated 4 gauge ground cable and positive cable from the alternator directly to the
battery. You can see the results of numerous tests in the above mentioned installation thread. I
had one of these disconnect devices on my negative battery terminal. After installing the
Mechman I began experiencing some strange intermittent momentary voltage drops when the
alternator was under load, such as when the AC was on. It took a while to figure it out and it's
detailed in the Turbobricks thread mentioned above. It turned out that the disconnect knob was
creating resistance in the ground cable circuit and the Mechman was sensitive to it. I tossed it
in the trash and made sure my battery ground was more solidly connected. There's just a little
more than 90 degrees of belt wrap and the actual belt-to - pulley contact patch is small. I found
that I needed to tighten the alternator belts much more and then they needed adjusting later. I
was putting a LOT of stress on these belts and you'll see below it can cause problems.
Over-tightening is just plain BAD. It can also prematurely wear of your water pump bearings and
generally your belts don't last as long as they should. They just wear faster and then they will
begin slipping again sooner. Not an alternator belt. This is a crank to AC belt. It failed in my after
about miles of use because I had adjusted it too tight. The belt didn't actually break, but it did
leave the engine. That long corded string stuff above was the embedded cord in the top-side of
the belt. The cord separated from the belt or maybe snapped from too much tension and then
eventually unraveled. The belt eventually came off the pulley and I found it sitting in my belly
pan. Most of that corded material ended up wrapped around my AC pulley. Once that corded
part separated, the belt lost the ability to stay tight. After losing that corded material, the belt
becomes more like a big, soft, stretchy rubber band. BUT, there are solu tions to make a
universal high-output alternator fit your Volvo. I have added info that I hope helps. In I installed
a new Mechman for the The Mechman part number was BM. This alternator was custom

prepared by Mechman. They had done some minor machining to the case so it would bolt up in
the Volvo red block mount similar to a normal Volvo alternator. It also got a double V-belt pulley.
More on the custom modifications that were done to create this alternator can be found HERE.
Before getting this alternator I had no clue what a 6 phase hairpin stator was. Now that I know,
I'm here to say that if you upgrade to a high-performance alternator, buy one like this with a
hairpin stator. There's info below that will show you how different a 6 phase hairpin stator looks
compared to a normal type. So, the hairpin design looks pretty and it looks like it means
business, but does it actually perform better? Keep reading. As you can see it puts out up to
amps at idle. That sounds impressive but what does that really mean in real life? As things
warm up, it slowly settles to about This has never happened to me before! Remember this thing
sits pretty close to the turbo, right? Still Impossible you say? I would have doubts too if I didn't
see it for myself. So yes, if you can afford it, buy a 6 phase hairpin stator alternator. Mechman
alternators are not cheap, but they have very high quality. Be careful if you begin looking at
no-name or Chinese made high-performance alternators. Mechman also has options for
adjustable voltage if you need that. I found that it was NOT needed for my installation. If by
chance you're messing with GM D alternators , I found the below video, which details the
disassembly and rebuilding of one. I found it pretty interesting and decided to put it here in case
it becomes useful later. Volvo engineers added a second belt to the , which makes it better, but
when you exceed the grip capacity for those belts, it's just going to slip. I spent more time that I
should have trying different belts and cranking them tighter and tighter. Keep in mind that this
awesome alternator holds voltage at No other alternator I have ever tried could do that. The
others would just reduce output instead. An alternator that simply drops voltage to 12 volts or
reduces output might not need more belt grip. A back-side idler is NOT normally done with
V-belts. Some people will tell you you shouldn't try it. The main concern seems to be the
potential for faster belt wear. Well I already have faster belt wear with a slipping alternator
pulley. And so far all of these concerns appear to be based on opinion, not actual experience or
facts. So if this concerns you, wait and see how this turns out. A bracket that could also include
a mounting point for the upper adjuster bracket would be a BONUS and eliminate the need for a
new longer custom upper adjuster bracket. It also eliminates the bolt going into the front of the
block that breaks off! After a careful look, I could see there was actually decent room in my to
move the alternator over a bit. Nothing seemed to interfere. So let's proceed. This kind of thing
below has been considered. First, let's look at how the and serpentine belt was arranged. All of
the accessories were designed to be on ONE side. Yes, you can cobble together some pulley
parts from a salvage yard and adapt them, but you will still need a custom crank pulley for B21 ,
or for a B you'll need a custom B crank dampener. And you will STILL have to make all of the
needed brackets to hold those idler pulleys and the tensioner. It can be done, but it would be
VERY expensive. In the end, would you get better belt-wrap on the alternator than with my idea?
You just need the parts. The only question I have is about potential belt slip. Yes, this
arrangement offers more belt-wrap on the alternator pulley, but it allows for only ONE belt. Don't
know for sure. Of course the alternator pulley slips. Why wouldn't it? The belt wrap is
bad-bad-bad. Test Engine 1 B So I started with making a bracket out of cardboard not pictured.
It's easy to cut or grind and can be bent with some heat. This material made it easy to make
adjustments when test fitting over and over on a B I had on an engine stand. The plastic bracket
was pretty rigid and easily strong enough to mount an alternator and try out some belts. On the
subject of moving the alternator away from the engine , there is a possibility of interference with
original steel oil cooler pipes if your car has them, but I think interference can be avoided. My
lost those pipes years ago when I changed to a remote oil filter and RX7 oil cooler. Again Test
Engine 1 B I wanted this new bracket to be able to use the stock top adjuster bracket tensioner
arm , so I added a mounting ear for that. I f you have ever had the bolt for the adjuster bracket
break off in the BLOCK like I have, and many others then you'll appreciate that the design of
this new bracket eliminates the use of that bolt. Here's a video below showing how to repair this
broken bolt if this happens to you. And I bought some steel spacers. These particular spacers
shown are 1. Here's a photo showing how much bolt thread usually goes into the block when
using a stock bracket. The mounting holes in the block are usually about mm deep and your
original bolts use up most of that thread depth. The stock aluminum alternator bracket is 15 mm
thick and your stock bolts are most likely M8 x 1. The 30 mm bolt length is measured not
counting the head in case you're curious. Keep this info in mind when deciding how long of a
bolt you'll need if you add an idler pulley bracket and spacers. In my case the spacers were 1.
So if you used the same size spacers, you would be using bolts with a length of about 75 mm
not counting the head. You may have noticed that I changed to a different idler pulley in this
photo. There's more info below on this different pulley. Again Test Engine 1 B Here's a view of
the back-side and the mounting ear can be seen for the top adjuster bracket. This is the first

idler pulley shown in the above pics. I chose it mainly because I wanted to use a flat pulley with
side flanges. I could not find any useful specs other than what I have listed here, so I have no
real reason for having doubts, except that it just might not be designed for a car engine. So after
thinking it over, I decided instead to choose an idler pulley that was probably actually designed
for automotive use at higher engine RPMs, temperatures, etc. So I ordered one. Dayco offers a
good variety of pulleys and the below guide lists a lot of them, but relatively few are FLAT
pulleys with side flanges. The majority of the pulleys that Dayco offers are grooved pulleys,
which are designed for serpentine belt systems. All of these pulleys have sealed ball bearing
centers, but there is a variety of center bore diameters. Some in the catalog have a 10 mm
center hole like THIS one and some have 17 mm center holes and a few other center hole sizes. I
preferred a 10 mm center hole. It's a good size for a standard sized bolt. The majority of the
pulleys they offered had ONE center bearing. An automotive grade pulley with a single bearing
would probably be just fine for this project, but I decided since something with two bearings
was available, I really would try that. Some people have expressed doubts about using a pulley
with raised grooves. The concern was about the back-sides of v-belts running on a grooved
surface. After testing for over 5, miles, my conclusion is it worked really well. Prototype fitted to
Test Engine B 1: After initial testing, I decided to make an adjustment to the position of the idler
pulley. I ra ised the idler pulley up more in order to increase belt-wrap around the alternator
pulley even more than I had. As you can see in this p ic, there is now more than degrees of
belt-wrap. Long term testing was done on this configuration. After installing this, I tested the
slip resistance by putting socket wrenches on the crank bolt and on the alternator pulley nut
and I applied torque. This test before with the stock setup demonstrated almost NO grip on the
alternator pulley. This is a big change! Yes, this bracket was modified a couple times before
settling on this configuration. The only effect that has been found caused by the grooved pulley
is found in this photo. The grooves etched some lines onto the backs of the belts. This began to
appear after only a few miles and after well over 5, miles it did not change. It may look less than
ideal, but it did not become a problem. I'll be trying one out below. I bought a set of the belts
shown here as an alternate. This is a Dayco Top-Cog belt. It comes as a Top-Cog as shown with
a normal bottom 'V' section in 0. This 11 mm width will fit the 10 mm wide pulleys in a just fine.
In a Kevlar belt, the normal polyester cords are replaced with the much stronger Kevlar cords.
When using machinery with a back side idler , the belt takes a beating and normal belts can
wear out faster. Kevlar drive belts are made to last longer in these situations. As expected, the
smooth pulley did not mark the belts. No issues. This pulley above only comes with a 17 mm
center bore. I have designed the idler bracket to use a smaller bolt, so I bought one of the below
pictured center bushings and installed it into the center of this pulley. These bushings have a 17
mm outside diameter and a 10 mm center bore and they are a nice snug press-fit into the center
bore of the 17 mm bearing on this pulley. No press was needed. I just tapped it in with a
hammer. So I decided to modify it. I used my bench grinder to slowly grind down the raised
grooves while I allowed the pulley to slowly spin on a bolt. So basical ly I turned this into a
much smoother pulley. It only took a few minutes. Worked perfectly. As you can see here, this
bracket has been made for a wide range of adjustments for different size alternators, different
size idler pulleys, different positions for the pulleys and different positions for the top adjuster
bracket, etc. The below photos show the installation into my my Turbo B21FT. A particular style
is not requi red. You can use any style that you have. This is the same as bracket 3 in the
bracket assortment photo further below. Tensioner Arm Volvo PN This type of bracket was
found in BF equipped s from This is bracket 4 in the bracket assortment photo below. Here's a
photo from a TB thread showing an assortment of Volvo adjuster brackets that were offered for
and The brackets shown above are 3 and 4. Normal fasteners can vibrate loose over time and
that would not be good. I checked both the B and B21 blocks to see how deep the threads are
for the alternator bracket. Both were about 15 mm deep as shown by the grease marking on the
below bolt. Keep this in mind during your installation. You should try to get at least 10 mm of
bolt thread inserted during your installation, but your bolts should not be so long that they
bottom out before becoming tight. If the bolts you choose are close to being too long, you can
always add a washer. The bolt length is measured without the head. These bolts pictured are
strong Grade I recommend Grade 10 because of the long length, but if you only have Grade 8
bolts , the y should be ok. I tested the prototype bracket for over miles using Grade 8 bolts. This
included several different dis-assemblies and re-assemblies. Not a problem. If you decide on a
different length spacer, then you should adjust your bolt length. These are mm in length, 10 mm
wide. They have a cog on the bottom. Gates matches their belt length so when ordering these in
pairs, you will get matching length belts. So my best technique for setting belt tension is the
same 90 degree flex method that is demonstrated in this below serpentine belt video. In August
I learned that Mechman no longer offers customized alternators to directly fit a Volvo red block.

They do, however still offer a wide variety of alternators, but they just don't want to deal with
customizing them for a Volvo as you can read about below. It turns out the customizing was
actually pretty minor. So it's certainly possible to still fit a great high-performance alternator.
When searching for an alternator style you can use, It's my opinion that you should look for
something with mounting points similar to the original Bosch. In other words, choose
something similar to the below LEFT image as opposed to the below right image. So Mechman
chose an alternator configured like this below. This particular alternator was chosen by
Mechman because the mounting points were somewhat close to the Bosch mounting points.
Keep in mind that they are somewhat close, not preci s ely close. It turns out that somewhat
close will be just fine. Then they altered the aluminum case at that top 2 inch thick flange by
machining the back surface of that T OP 2 inch dimension , where the adjuster bracket attaches.
This reduced the thickness there from 2 inches to 1. Then of course they replaced the
serpentine belt pulley with a dual V-belt pulley. That's pretty much it for any mods. So If you buy
a Mechman alternator or a high-performance alternator from another company, you can use this
information as a guide to help you find a model that will fit a Volvo. Lets discuss the above
dimens ions. Dimension A is the mounting flange for the Volvo alternator bracket, which uses
rubber bushings and a long 8 mm bolt. Dimension B is the thickness of the mounting flange for
the top adjuster bracket. This Mechman originally began with this flange being 2 inches thick
Dimension D. Mechman had the case custom machined so this flange was reduced to 1. I think I
probably flipped the adjuster bracket degrees or I inserted the rubber bushing on the other side
to make the alignment better. Ultimately it worked just fine. Dimension C is the distance
between the two mounting points. This made no difference at all. Now have a look at this
change below. This is a Mechman. As you can see, I have demonstrated this by inserting a
spacer at the alternator to simulate a thicker alternator flange Dimension B with a full thickness
of 2 inches , like it was before it was ever machined by Mechman. So just like that, fitting an
unmodified Delco style alternator is possible without a lot of fuss. V-belt pulleys are widely
available for almost any alternator and you just need to make sure there's one available that you
can use or there is one that you can customize if a stock one is not available. The proper double
V-belt pulley is made to fit 10 mm wide belts same size for the crank and water pump pulleys. T
he below photo shows three different double V-belt pulleys. The left pulley is an original pulley
for a Bosch Volvo alternator using 10 mm wide V-belts. The middle pulley is for a Delco
alternator using 10 mm V-belts. The right pulley is for a Delco alternator using 13 mm wide
V-belts. The difference does not look large in the photo, but it could make a difference if you try
to use a 13 mm pulley with 10 mm belts. It might be OK, but I prefer the correct pulley V-belt
width. However, if you decide to use a 13 mm belt pulley, let me know how it works out. I'm
posting this just to show that sometimes unexpected problems come along and this is how I
solved this one. This pulley worked with no issues on that Delco. The part number for this
pulley is or FYI: This type of pulley is generally characterized by the 13 mm dimension from the
back flange to the center of the first groove refer to the pulley diagram below. The first thing I
did was try to fit the above middle 10 mm pulley on the new Mechman. It did actually go on the
alternator has the same 17 mm shaft diameter , however the shaft length on the new alternator
was shorter. It didn't stick out as far. That made it impossible to use that pulley in stock form.
The shorter alternator shaft meant the I was getting about 1 turn on the nut. Not good enough.
This mean that I had the recess cut deeper to reduce the That solved the problem. It has a
slightly larger diameter, but it would be worth trying. I think it would have needed one or two
washers behind it to get the proper spacing out, away from the alternator, since there is no
flange shoulder sticking out on the back side. This is PN or Chrysler, Dodge, Plymouth If you try
one of these, please let me know how it works out. Contact Us. Prancing Moose Stickers. Volvo
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â€” There are many how-to videos you could choose for auto repairs. From a straightforward
wheel alteration to changing your fuel filter are available in online video form. These video clips
can take you thru every single part of creating the maintenance and could help you save some
time and the cost of consuming it to a mechanic. When consuming your car to a maintenance
assistance, be sure that you supply documents helpful. This is very important as you do not

want the mechanic to perform jobs that are actually carried out on your car. This will save you
time and effort and money with the restoration. In this handbook, you will find plenty of tricks
and tips that could buy your auto back into gear and help save you a visit to the auto technician.
Correcting troubles by yourself can help you in a practical and economic sense. Take note of
the gauges and trouble lighting fixtures on your cars dash. Learn to ide
1978 ford bronco pictures
peugeot 206 fuel filter
chevy equinox power steering recall
ntify the signs of any car which is getting too hot, very low on essential oil or not asking the
battery. Being aware of which of such indications need to have immediate interest can stop
harm to your car and help save you money in the long run. Keep a handful of containers of each
water in the trunk of your respective car in case there is crisis situations. Fully familiarize
yourself with the appropriate oxygen strain of your respective automobile tires and invest in an
air compressor. Look at your wheels regularly and maintain them appropriately inflated on your
own. Having the capacity to do this yourself consistently can save you dollars regarding wear
and standard maintenance. In case you are likely to resolve your personal automobile by
yourself. You ought to have wires diagram. Obtain the correct wires diagram for your personal
auto stipulated to the requirements. Download the electrical wiring diagram for Volvo Alternator
Wiring Diagram here. Popular Posts. Recent Search Terms.

